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Vote now
You can change your 

vote at any time 
during the 

presentation.

Limited to 
pre-registered 

attendees



About me

MIT ‘78 SB/SM EECS

Former high-tech serial entrepreneur

Featured on 60 Minutes

Written over 1,500 articles on vaccines 

Today: Misinformation superspreader
(#1 search result on Google)
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https://www.cbsnews.com/video/fluvoxamine-antidepressant-drug-covid-treatment-60-minutes-2021-03-07/
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Benefits of calling for data 
transparency
Lifetime ban: LinkedIn, Medium, Twitter (2x), Wikipedia
Stripped of National Caring Award (Wikipedia)
Friends abandon you
Country club won’t take you
Corporate Board tells you to shut up or leave
Your Scientific Advisory Board quits en masse
You are censored on all platforms
YouTube removes your videos
YouTube cancels anyone who has you on their show
People call you a wack job behind your back
MIT won’t let you speak in your own 
auditorium
…
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We have an old saying in Delta:

National Lampoon’s Animal House (1978)



“Revenge of the Nerd”
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6.123 Vaccine safety 101
Lecture #1
The basics

(in 7 slides)
12 units

Professor Kirsch
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Deaths 
per day
(Dpd) 
since 

injection
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Days after injection

All-cause Deaths per day after a specific dose of a safe 
vaccine given at a random time to a fixed size cohort

Slope downward rate depends on age of cohort injected. 
All ages is ~ 0.8% drop/yr. Medicare is 5% drop/yr from 
baseline (t0). Y-axis intercept is lower for younger cohorts, 
higher for older cohorts. If vax is not given evenly over 
time, can be ripples in the line (above and below) based 
on background events (see red)

t0
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Days after injection

Cheat sheet
For a safe vaccine, the all-cause mortality 
(ACM) line always slopes downwards. Always. 
Death in a fixed size cohort is a Poisson distribution where the 
mean goes down monotonically.Dpd
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A “safe and effective” vaccine

1. Reduces ACM fluctuations caused by that specific virus
2. Reduces the y-intercept increase during pandemics 

(brings it closer to the normal baseline)

Before
After



Deaths 
per day
(Dpd)

13

Days

Temporal healthy vaccine effect (HVE)
(gone after ~21 days)

t0

NB: HVE is non-existent if most of the cohort is 
not in hospital/hospice (e.g., <60 yr old)



Deaths 
per day 
since 
dose

14

Days

“Running out of time to die”

t0

Death counts have to 
drop to zero if 
observation window 
is extended because 
the finite termination 
point means people 
run out of time to die.



Deaths per 
day since 

dose 2
for people 

who only got 
Dose 2

15

Days

“50% of people leaving for Dose 3”

10

5



Deaths 
per 

100K 
p-y

16

Days

Mortality rate 
(Deaths per 100K person-years)

t0

Remains flat over time. Height depends on age 
mix of cohort. 

CAUTION: May have 
noise artifacts at start 
and/or end if death 
and person-day counts 
are low at those 
points.



Any questions?
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MIT Institute Professor Robert Langer did 
NOT want to see the data I’m going to show 
you tonight.
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Do you know why?
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If he sees the data, he has a duty as a 
Board member of Moderna to 
immediately stop the shots
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Otherwise, he could be held 
criminally liable

if they don’t stop the shots
(gross negligence manslaughter, corporate manslaughter, …)
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The PREP only protects from civil 
liability, not criminal liability
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As soon as any of these companies are 
shown that these are “kill shots,” they 

have to act.
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That’s why both Moderna and Pfizer 
refused to look when a member of the 
medical news media offered to show it 

to them
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Does anyone want to take their place 
today and defend the COVID vaccine?
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US Medicare
Gold standard data

Never before been made public
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Same time period, 
same population, 
different vaccine.
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Pneumococcal vaccine
28

ACM     11% @365 from baseline
This is a typical 
unsafe vaccine

(unsafe due to day 0 kill 
rate)

Days since shot

Deaths 
per day

HVE

Baseline
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COVID vaccine

ACM @365 days is     26% from 
baseline @ 21 daysThis is a very 

unsafe vaccine.
Slope goes UP 
monotonically 
for 365 days 

straight! 
Unprecedented.

Baseline
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Nobody can debunk that slide. NOBODY.

They all ignore it.

It’s a third-rail. If you touch it, you lose the 
debate.



It didn’t save anyone 
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It killed people. 
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No doubt about it.
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None whatsoever.
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Should be GRAU
“Generally regarded as unsafe”

COVID vaccine

Baseline
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Curves for other 
doses of COVID 

vaccine also slope UP 
over first 300 days.

WTF?!?! It is supposed 
to slope down.

Dose 2

Dose 3

Dose 1
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I showed the world this in Feb 2023. Nobody cared.

https://kirschsubstack.com/p/game-over-medicare-data-shows-the


Do you know why they never spotted any 
safety signals?
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They were looking for this:
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Deaths 
per day

Time since shot



not this:
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Deaths 
per day

Time since shot



Including me!
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The most damaging curve I saw. Know why?
This is people who got exactly 2 shots
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Deaths 
per day



We can estimate Baseline1 using Baseline2!
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Baseline1 (pre-180 days)

From day 180 to 400, 50% 
opted to get a 3rd shot

Deaths 
per day

Baseline2 (post 180 day)50% increase
Over 
baseline1. 
Stunning.
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We also have anecdotes.
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In a world where information is being 
withheld or distorted, anecdotes are often 
the best source of truth.

Here’s an example…
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Jay Bonnar, 57 year old high tech sales exec 

15 friends died “unexpectedly” post-vax. All dead were vaxxed.
Prior to the vax rollout, 1 “unexpected” death in 30+ years

4 died within 24 hours of vaccine
3 of the 4 were < 30 years old

poisson.sf(14, .1) --> 7.0e-28

→ the vaccine KILLED his friends. 
     GUARANTEED. 
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Jay Bonnar, 57 year old high tech sales exec 

15 friends died from the vaccine
  0  friends died from COVID

Let that sink in…

>>> poisson.cdf(0,15)  
3.0590232050182594e-07

→ The cure was far worse than the disease

Poisson distributions never lie. Trust 6.041.
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“But we’re never going to 
learn about how safe this 
vaccine is unless we start 
giving it. That’s just the 
way it goes.”
– Dr. Eric Rubin
    Editor-in-Chief

New England Journal of Medicine

Adjunct professor of immunology and 
infectious diseases 
Harvard University

https://x.com/FreeThinkerFit/status/1727763577355047096?s=20
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Well, we now have 
the safety data.
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Just one small problem…
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Nobody in public health has ever has 
ever looked at it seriously
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Nobody ever has ever 
publicly released the 

record-level data 
for any vaccine
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So we couldn’t look at it 
either
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So nobody would be able to know the 
ground truth about any vaccine or 

pharmaceutical
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But that changed for me on Nov 9, 
2023
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Thanks to a whistleblower @ 

New Zealand 
Ministry of Health
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Do you want to see the video?
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Me too! But Community Guidelines are way 
more important than saving lives. 

YouTube removed it < 5 min after posting. 
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Watch on Rumble

https://rumble.com/v3ynskd-operation-m.o.a.r-mother-of-all-revelations.html
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We now have the data.
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That nobody was ever 
supposed to see
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And I just now made 
it available for 

anyone in the world 
to download
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Along with free data 
analysis tools you need
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It is record-level data.
Official government data.

Gold standard data.
Ground zero data.

It does not get any better than this.
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For professional 
misinformation 

spreaders such as 
myself, this data 
was the Rosetta 

Stone.
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It can statistically PROVE whether a 
vaccine is safe or not.

The results are objective and easy to 
interpret.



Have you ever wondered why it is always 
kept hidden?
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Today, for the first time in 
history, I will show you why.
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I’m going to show you what the 
NZ record-level data says 
about the COVID vaccine
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It’s not pretty
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Over 13 million people were 
killed worldwide.
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For no benefit.
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Whatsoever.
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With one exception…
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The shots made it more likely 
that you’d die if you were 
elderly…
the very population the shots were 
designed to protect.
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A safe vaccine should have a flat deaths/day 
profile (FLU)
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Whoops! NOT SAFE.



A safe vaccine should have a flat deaths/day 
profile (PCV)
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Whoops! NOT SAFE!

Estimated baseline
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COVID vaccine
All ages, all doses

Death rate 
(deaths per 100K 
person years)

Weeks since day of shot

NOISE

Estimated baseline
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Could anything be happening in the 
background to explain this?
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NFW
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You can vary all 4 independent variables and you see 
the same thing
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Mortality rate doubles for the elderly, but flat for the 
young over the exact same 2.5 yr calendar period

<60 year olds 80 to 90 year olds
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Note: there are artifacts at the start and end of the 
plots. Those were expected and were explained at the 

start of the presentation.

The start is due to the fact we only have vaccinated 
records, so we have to build up over time. The end is 

running out of time to die.
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 “The NZ data confirms what we saw 
in the most recent ONS data. 

There is now no doubt the vaccine is 
increasing the mortality rate in older 
people.”

Norman Fenton
Professor of Risk Information Management 
Queen Mary University of London
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 “I think that you've made a very strong case 
that the Covid genetic vaccines are associated 
with appreciably increased mortality rates for 
6-12 months after each dose.  This is 
particularly compelling in people over age 65.  I 
am not aware of actual evidence that the 
increased post-vaccine mortality that you've 
shown has a different cause.”

Harvey Risch, MD, PhD
Professor Emeritus and Senior Research 
Scientist in Epidemiology (Chronic Diseases); 
Yale Institute for Global Health

h-index: 110
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By how much??



Avg over 5 doses, all 
ages is ~100 excess 
deaths per dose per 
100K person-years.

→ ~1 excess death 
per 1,000 doses on 
average.
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So now we know why 
there was an 
unprecedented 
increase right after 
the vaccines rolled 
out in 2021.

It was the vaccine 
causing the excess 
deaths.
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https://x.com/USMortality/status/1730786132177424687?s=20


Killed estimate

13M people 
worldwide

675K 
Americans

Conservative estimate
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Ethical Skeptic (ES) 
estimated 1.39M 
excess deaths in the 
US from Rasmussen 
survey data
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https://x.com/EthicalSkeptic/status/1720160334613189089?s=20
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The same thing is happening in other 
countries



Denis Rancourt estimated 17M killed 
worldwide by the COVID vaccines

We are in the same ballpark. 
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https://x.com/denisrancourt/status/1719717456791404722?s=20
https://x.com/denisrancourt/status/1719717456791404722?s=20
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Source: UK ONS (Table 2)

UK ONS data
ACM significantly higher 
in the vaccinated for 20 
consecutive months.

Nearly double in some 
months!

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/deaths/datasets/deathsbyvaccinationstatusengland
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UK data: The ACM goes 
up for the vaccinated on 
every dose. Not a 
coincidence.
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And look what happened in the 
Philippines!
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3

Philippines
Vax deaths were 

5X COVID deaths 
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3

Philippines
Excess deaths 
skyrocketed 
post-vax rollout
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https://twitter.com/usmortality/status/1728305723287785762?s=46&t=0tDC6JRIDIcWKNmcglBQLw
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A direct survey 
of over 10,000 
Americans 
showed the 
vaccine killed > 
3.5x COVID.

Nobody wanted to 
contact the 
responders or 
replicate the results.

https://kirschsubstack.com/p/vaccine-killed-35x-more-americans
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Sound too hard to believe? Don’t take my word for it. 
Collect your own data (This X survey found a 3.86X 
ratio)

https://twitter.com/stkirsch/status/1715563549031023009?s=20


United States (Medicare)

103Dose 1 Dose 2



Maldives record-level data shows 60% 
increase @ 180 days post shot
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Israel baseline calculation
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Israel baseline calculation
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28.4 * .83 = 
23.5 deaths per 
day

Due to lower vax 
rate of elderly (it 
is the elderly who 
de)



Israeli MoH

2.5x 
increase in death 
counts from 
baseline of 23.5 
to 60
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https://kirschsubstack.com/p/the-one-question-they-cannot-answer


Israel: In first 7 months after dose 2, deaths 
peak 3.8x from baseline. NOBODY NOTICES.
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That chart has been in public view since Mar 7, 2023.

Nobody cares how many people the vaccine kills or injures.

The medical community does whatever they are told.

They are incapable of independent thought.
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https://twitter.com/RetsefL/status/1633089224353120257?s=20


They do not want to lose 
their job.

Or their board 
certifications.

So most remain silent 
while the killing happens
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Dr. Peter McCullough, one of the 
top cardiologists in the world, 
just had his board certification 

revoked for saying that the 
COVID vaccines were killing 

people.
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https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/23242430-abim-decision-on-mccullough
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/23242430-abim-decision-on-mccullough
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https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/11/u-s-navy-medical-officer-exposes-defense-department/
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Actual

Vs.

Promised

USA

https://x.com/USMortality/status/1728413122904678584?s=20
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The debate is over



pollev.com/stevekirsch655
116

Vote now
You can change your 

vote at any time 
during the 

presentation.

Limited to 
pre-registered 

attendees
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The opposition doesn’t want to talk 
about it
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Even $10M is insufficient to get 
them to show up
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https://kirschsubstack.com/p/i-just-offered-mit-institute-professor
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Langer could have 
named 

a team of people
 to appear in his 

place
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He didn’t even give me the courtesy of 
a response.
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Moderna… 
same offer

https://x.com/stkirsch/status/1723769230422945992?s=20
https://x.com/stkirsch/status/1723769230422945992?s=20
https://x.com/stkirsch/status/1723769230422945992?s=20
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$100K 
reward 

and still nobody wanted 
to challenge me live
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None of the 
anti-anti-vaxxers 

wanted to challenge 
me either
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If the CDC was honest…
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LET’S DIVE INTO THE DATA

(that nobody wants to see)
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It’s from a whistleblower deep 
inside the New Zealand 
Ministry of Health.
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4M records
~ 33% of all vaccine records in NZ

Vaccinated people only

Dead and alive
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I’ve personally authenticated 
the data and the leaker.
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And even the most vocal 
supporters of the vaccine 
concede that the New Zealand 
data is HIGHLY accurate.

133
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https://x.com/thereal_truther/status/1722063908499026358?s=20
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https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/new-zealand-records-biggest-increase-in-registered-deaths-in-100-years/BQERSTKIANCKRNNA7IL42RD52U/
https://hatchardreport.com/alarming-acceleration-in-new-zealand-excess-deaths/
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Dose 2 Dose 3 Dose 4

See the baseline on each dose? The healthiest people are opting for next dose (others have learned).
The remainder are less healthy, but their body slowly recovers so their mortality rate falls back down.

60 year olds: FAIL
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Dose 2 Dose 3 Dose 4

See the baseline on each dose? The healthiest people are opting for next dose (others have learned).
The remainder are less healthy, but their body slowly recovers so their mortality rate falls back down.

70 year olds: FAIL
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Dose 2 Dose 3 Dose 4

See the baseline on each dose? The healthiest people are opting for next dose (others have learned).
The remainder are less healthy, but their body slowly recovers so their mortality rate falls back down.

80 year olds: FAIL
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Dose 2 Dose 3 Dose 4

See the baseline on each dose? The healthiest people are opting for next dose (others have learned).
The remainder are less healthy, but their body slowly recovers so their mortality rate falls back down.

90 year olds: FAIL
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Dose 2 Dose 3 Dose 4

See the baseline on each dose? The healthiest people are opting for next dose (others have learned).
The remainder are less healthy, but their body slowly recovers so their mortality rate falls back down.

All ages: FAIL
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The curves should be flat.

Did those curves look flat to you?
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Sanity check…
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The upper plot is the MR (Mortality Rate in 
deaths per 100K person years) vs. calendar 
time (in months for <60 yr olds. It’s a flat 
line!!!

This indicates 4 things:

1. No “mass extinction” event happened in 
the background

2. The vaccine isn’t killing younger people 
as significantly as older people

3. Our data is good
4. Our analysis tools are good (no bugs)
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Was it caused by the vaccine?

No other viable alternative.

Meets all 5 Bradford Hill criteria for causality.

What else could induce such a huge change 
in mortality in only the vaccinated population 
and is correlated with the time of the shot?
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Bradford Hill criteria for vaccines
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Big picture

Massive increase in all-cause mortality
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https://open.substack.com/pub/rwmalonemd/p/not-14m-lives-saved-but-over-17m
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https://x.com/Smalling5Jerry/status/1727738873726337053?s=20
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https://x.com/DrSyedHaider/status/1727497946428543277?s=20
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Normal is now totally upside down
“I was talking with embalmer Richard Hirschman from the "Died Suddenly" 
movie last week on the phone. Richard said that he has embalmed 63 
bodies over the last 2 to 3 months, and he has seen the "white fibrous clots" 
in 32 of them (i.e., just over 50%). And of the 50% of bodies that do not have 
the white fibrous clots, Richard is seeing traditional "currant jelly" clots and 
the newer "coffee grounds" (i.e., micro-clotting) in the vast majority of those 
bodies. In fact, Richard said that of the last 63 bodies that he has 
embalmed, only 6 (i.e., less than 10%) of those bodies had no clotting of 
any kind (i.e., normal looking blood). Pre-Covid, Richard used to see the 
traditional "currant jelly" clots and "chicken fat" clots in only about 15% of 
his corpses (i.e., 85% of his corpses had normal looking blood).”

- Thomas Haviland, USAF 
Major, Retired
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CDC and FDA will say there is “no 
evidence” of harm
They refuse to investigate or view any adverse event 
data submitted from outside their organizations.



4 facts
you need to know about the 
COVID vaccines

152



COVID vaccines: all risk, no benefit

153

Risk/benefit Impact

Risk of infection

Risk of hospitalization from COVID

Risk of death from COVID

Risk of death (ACM)

Red = Bad
Green=Good
Yellow = Neutral



Who should be getting these 
shots?

154



NOBODY
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How come we aren’t being told that?
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Systemic defect

157



CDC
Don’t have the record-level data →  “the vaccine is safe.” 

The States 
Have the data, but trust the CDC so they NEVER look at the 
data they have.

Nobody has analyzed the data to find a safety signal
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Infection

159
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Cleveland Clinic study: More doses→ more infections

https://academic.oup.com/ofid/article/10/6/ofad209/7131292?login=false


Hospitalization

161



JAMA paper 

162

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2803749


163SAME STATS!!! There is supposed to be a difference. So neither vaccine provides ANY protection!

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2803749
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2803749
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Vaccine status Hospitalized for Flu Hospitalized for 
COVID

COVID booster 50% 5%

Flu 5% 50%

If the flu and COVID vaccines protected against 
hospitalization, this is what you should see
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So that paper inadvertently showed that:

1. Flu vaccine doesn’t protect against infection 
or hospitalization

2. Ditto for COVID vaccine
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In practice, protection against death is < the net 
protection from hospitalization.

In other words, neither vaccine works at all.

NO BENEFIT WHATSOEVER.

This is VA fully reported data. Nobody can 
explain this, including the author.
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I asked the author of the paper why he didn’t 
write a paper pointing out that he just proved 
that the COVID and flu vaccines don’t work.

He said he didn’t have time.

(You can’t make this stuff up. You really can’t.)



Death

168



Death from COVID

169



US Nursing home 
data 

Shots made 
you more 
likely to die 
from COVID

170
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COVID Vax

The vax rollout 
had NO 
detectable impact 
on the IFR!

Omicron had an 
instant impact on 
IFR.
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https://kirschsubstack.com/p/apple-valley-village-health-care


No one currently working at 
Apple Valley Village 

returned my calls
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This is explained by 
the vax as we saw 

in the nursing home 
data.

Nothing else could 
make you 7X more 
likely to die from 

COVID. 

Canada is highly 
vaccinated.

Omicron is much 
less deadly so it 

wasn’t the variant. 
You can see that 
from the nursing 

home data.
175

https://x.com/stkirsch/status/1730767854117814465?s=20


Same is thing is happening in Australia… people are more 
likely to die from COVID now even though variant is less 
deadly! Look at number of thumbs up!

176

https://www.trialsitenews.com/a/heavily-vaxxed-australia-first-3.5-months-of-2022-has-double-the-covid-19-deaths-from-2020-2021-combined-b46d9e28


If the vaccine is so beneficial, why are 95% of 
the clinics refusing to offer it?

177

https://www.trialsitenews.com/a/heavily-vaxxed-australia-first-3.5-months-of-2022-has-double-the-covid-19-deaths-from-2020-2021-combined-b46d9e28


All-cause mortality

178



Gold standard
Time-series cohort analysis of record level 
data

179



Time series cohort analysis

180

Bucket (dose) Man weeks Number of deaths

0 1

1 3

2 24

3 2 1

Person Week 1 … Week 4 … Week 28 Week 30

steve Shot 1 Shot 2 Shot 3 die



Four independent variables
to= observation time window
td= time since dose
D = dose number
A = Age

Dependent variable
MR = Mortality rate in deaths/(100K person-years)

181



To analyze, you look at the impact of each 
independent variable on the MR.

Four plots tell the story.

(This isn’t rocket science)

182
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Independent 
variable (IV)

Meaning Expected result 
for MR as fcn of IV

to Observation 
time window

td Time since 
dose

D Dose #

A Age



What is record level data?

Why is it important?

What does it tell us about the COVID vaccines? 

184



What is record level data?

One (or more) records for each person who 
was alive on Jan 1, 2020:
● Year of birth
● Date of death, if dead
● Vaccination history (date, type, dose #, lot #), if any

185
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This is record level data:



Record-level data is key

→ we will know instantly if a vaccine is safe or 
not.

187



Other countries

188



Same deal

189



Could the data be confounded in every 
country we checked?

No. We can slide the observation window in every country 
and the results don’t slide.
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Which means that the ONLY explanation is 
that the vaccines caused the excess deaths.

191



Occam’s razor doesn’t even apply.

There is only one option left.

192



At this point, we are rearranging deck 
chairs on the Titanic.

193



But wait! There’s more!

194



Was there a benefit?

195



NOPE.

There wasn’t even a benefit!

None zero zilch NADA.

The IFR post vax increased!
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That is why record level data is never disclosed and why 
nobody calls for it. 

They do not want to know the truth themselves. And they 
don’t want you to know the truth either.

Because if the truth was ever exposed, the public would be 
very upset.
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Only one person in the world is 
regularly pushing for data 
transparency of public health 
record-level data?

Can you guess who it is?
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The world’s #1 
“Misinformation 
superspreader”



I offered it first to the: 

FDA
CDC
Pfizer
Moderna
California Dept of Public Health officials

200



I even 
advertised to 
see if any 
qualified 
person wanted 
to see the 
data. No 
takers.
(420K followers)
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I wanted to give them an opportunity to explain 
how I got it wrong before I went public.
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I don’t want to spread misinformation.

I really don’t.

203



But nobody will take the time to explain to me 
(and my colleagues) how we all got it wrong.

204



They all refused my offer

205



They said “the vaccines are safe”
and didn’t want to see the record-level data that they’ve 
never seen before.
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“We are the Federales! You know…the CDC. 
Data?!? We ain’t got no data! We don’t need no data! 
I don’t have to show you any stinkin’ data!”
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https://youtu.be/VqomZQMZQCQ


You don’t have to trust me

208



Do your own research

209



The record level data is now, finally, publicly 
available

210



Think I got it wrong?

Can we see your analysis and your data?

How do you explain the data?

I’m willing to defend my analysis in a recorded  
public forum. How about you?

211



Downloading the data
This article has instructions for how to download the data (and for 
viewing the video of my MIT presentation).

212

https://kirschsubstack.com/p/data-from-us-medicare-and-the-new


Confirming authenticity
The data has an audit record in it which proves its bona fide - its a financial 
system first and foremost so it is designed to be validated every step of the way 
by a very complex rules engine which means it has to be reconciled and can be 
audited.

Every single record has to pass validation.

This is the Oracle policy adviser/rules engine.  It means it’s passed all quality and 
financial checks and is a valid record it cannot ever ever be denied. Each and 
every one of them contains a record like this.

Also, if it was fraudulent data, the NZMH would have said so. And if Barry Young 
didn’t work at NZMH, they would have said so.
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214



Overcoming objections

215



“You can’t prove the vaccine caused this! 
You didn’t control for confounders.”

216



There are no confounders or combination 
of confounders that could explain these 
observations happening consistently 
worldwide. The effect sizes are too large 
and too consistent and temporally linked to 
the injection. The vaccine is the only 
explanation that is even remotely viable.

217



Q: “Where did they hide the bodies?”

218



A: “In plain sight”

219

https://www.bbc.com/news/health-64209221
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/new-zealand-records-biggest-increase-in-registered-deaths-in-100-years/BQERSTKIANCKRNNA7IL42RD52U/


220

https://hatchardreport.com/alarming-acceleration-in-new-zealand-excess-deaths/


US had 600K excess deaths in 2021 
alone (3.4M vs. 2.8M normal deaths).

It’s a good bet that over half of these were vaccine 
deaths.

221



John Beaudoin analyzed the 
Massachusetts death records and found 
4,000 deaths caused by the vaccine

He should have found fewer than 15 if 
the vaccine was safe. He found 266X 
higher than “safe” expectations!

See: Public Health Crimes 2020 - 2022
222

https://coquindechien.substack.com/p/public-health-crimes-2020-2022?utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web


223

20 Most Vaccinated countries
“The results are daunting! No country has improved, all have 
deteriorated! Significantly!”
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225



226



227

See a problem? 

Source: OpenVAERS



228

See a problem? Western Australia

https://www.health.wa.gov.au/~/media/Corp/Documents/Health-for/Immunisation/Western-Australia-Vaccine-Safety-Surveillance-Annual-Report-2022.pdf


Medical 
examiners: 
willful 
blindness 
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https://petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/systematic-review-of-autopsy-findings?utm_source=post-email-title&publication_id=1119676&post_id=138965631&utm_campaign=email-post-title&isFreemail=true&r=1t3fmr&utm_medium=email


~10,000 “died suddenly” events in full public 
view. Virtually all are in the vaccinated. 
Unprecedented. 
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https://markcrispinmiller.substack.com/p/havent-people-always-just-died-suddenly?s=w


Only 1 in 500 
unvaccinated 

231



Or births 
never 
happened

232

This tweet really resonated with people.



“Clearly baffling”
- Ed Dowd
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People are seeing 
the evidence for 
themselves

234

https://x.com/stkirsch/status/1725971795378164138?s=20


Q: “If this is really true, why aren’t any of my 
MIT professors speaking out?”
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Some are. 

MIT Professor Retsef 
Levi is “red-pilled.”
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https://x.com/RetsefL/status/1619945525670981632?s=20


Others 
choose to 
remain 
silent.
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Is that how science is 
supposed to work? 

Is that the new role 
model?

“Duck and run for cover” 
when challenged with 
credible data?
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Do you want to see a real 
debate on the data?

Or shall we censor one 
side for you?
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They want the debate to happen 
in the scientific literature →  
> 20 years to resolve simple 
yes/no questions like “Do 
vaccines cause autism?”

It’s been >20 years; no one will 
debate their side!
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We want it to happen now, 
in a real time dialog.

241



Q: “If this is really true, why don’t I know 
anyone who died from the vaccine?”

242



A: “You probably do and just didn’t realize it.”

243



“Highly likely” 

244



245



Data transparency is the key to reform

246



All we need is ONE place… a state or a country.

247



Or we elect a 
courageous new 
leader who believes 
in data transparency 
and will fix the 
corruption in the FDA 
and CDC

248



We instantly will dramatically reduce:

SIDS
Autism
Autoimmune diseases
Heart disease
Food allergies
Doctor visits
… 249



Did you know…

Cases of “overnight autism”

0 vs 44
(2 weeks before scheduled vax vs. 2 weeks after scheduled vax)

Source: Pediatrician Doug Hulstedt
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SIDS …

50% within 48 hours 
of vax

Omaha PD ghosted 
me after I filed a 
FOIA request.

251



In 2009, Congress decided it was better if the 
NIH did NOT do a study comparing the two 
cohorts.

252

https://kirschsubstack.com/i/124853131/members-of-congress-tried-to-get-a-bill-to-force-the-nih-to-do-just-one-study-the-bill-was-immediately-killed-in-committeehttps://kirschsubstack.com/i/124853131/members-of-congress-tried-to-get-a-bill-to-force-the-nih-to-do-just-one-study-the-bill-was-immediately-killed-in-committee


HR 3069 (2009) was 
killed in committee!

They don’t want to know.

They don’t want you to 
know either.

They are corrupt. QED.
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Every fully vax vs 
unvaxxed 
comparison ever 
published in the 
peer-reviewed 
literature shows the 
unvaxxed are 
healthier. NO 
exceptions.

254

https://www.amazon.com/Vax-Unvax-Let-the-Science-Speak/dp/B0CDJ6J91C/ref=sr_1_1


Large pediatric practices in US

>25 years: 0 autism, ADHD, … Kids never get sick
Secret: Avoid all vaccines, Tylenol, …
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They have to be hidden or they will lose their 
license to practice medicine for going against 
the consensus

256



Heart disease 
doesn’t affect the 
FULLY unvaccinated

Your cardiologist 
simply forgot to tell 
you.
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BOTTOM LINE

Refuse all vaccines until there is data 
transparency
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259

How will they 
respond to this?



260

“We don’t respond to 
external analyses”



261

OR



262

“It isn’t published in a 
peer-reviewed journal. We 
don’t have to respond to it. 
You can’t make us look.”



263

“... and if it gets published, 
we’ll get the paper retracted. 

Guaranteed. That’s how 
“science” works.”



264

OR



265

“The vaccines are safe. We’ve given billions of 
doses and nobody has died. You can trust us… 
even though we never did proper autopsies on 
all the unexpected deaths and we never did the 

time-series cohort analysis ourselves on the 
record level data so we don’t actually really 

know if it is safe or not, to be honest.”



266

FINAL 
THOUGHTS
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Hiding public health data 
 

worse health outcomes



268

So why are we doing it?



269

STOP HIDING THE DATA



270

SET THE DATA FREE



271

NOW



pollev.com/stevekirsch655
272

Vote now
You can change your 

vote at any time 
during the 

presentation.

Limited to 
pre-registered 

attendees



SLIDE DECK is posted on my Substack 
right now.

Please share.
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Thank you to my paid subscribers on 
Substack; you enable me to be able do 
this research. 
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Contact me

275X @stkirsch kirschsubstack.com



APPENDIX
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How will this end
Market pressure on vaccine makers by financial markets

Public will stop buying their products

More courageous doctors will speak out

Honest epidemiologists will very gradually have to admit they were wrong

Congress will make the record level data public

… 
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Questions
Who will be the first to point the finger?

How quickly will this collapse?

When will the mainstream media cover the story?

How many more people will have to die before the authorities put a stop to the 
insanity?

How much Moderna and Pfizer stock can I afford to sell 
short?
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Summary
The most trustable data is, in general, the data that is not voluntarily being 
disclosed to the public. Anecdotes are now often much more reliable than what 
is published in the peer-reviewed literature. 

No government anywhere in the world has ever voluntarily disclosed the 
record-level data on the safety of any vaccine needed to assess safety.

No FOIA request ever made has ever returned a document showing that the 
necessary safety assessments for a vaccine was ever done (UK ONS comes the 
closest). They don’t want to know.

All FOIA requests to obtain record level data always fail. They claim the 
databases aren’t linked. So you can never compel their production.
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COVID vaccines: all risk, no benefit.
This data is the most extensive dataset ever released on COVID.

COVID vaccines are killing over 1 person per 1,000 doses on average (all-cause 
mortality). 

They make the elderly more like to die from COVID.
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What do you think?
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Warm up exercise
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What do we mean by “safe”?

283

FDA says: AVOID!

FDA says: SAFE!



Mortality rate (deaths per 100K 
person years) of test group 100 

weeks prior to injection 
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One of these vaccines isn’t safe
Can you spot the unsafe vaccine?
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